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The Murderous Maths series 

Author:  Kjartan Poskitt 

Publisher: Scholastic Ltd. 

 

If you like sneaky tricks, fascinating facts and silly jokes, then the Murderous Maths series is for you! 

Every book has the author's personal promise that it is "Guaranteed to contain no nasty exercises and no boring 

sums!"  

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Murderous Maths: Easy Questions Evil Answers  

ISBN:  9781407114514 

Introduction: 

Why do people think Friday 13th is unlucky? How can you 

make a liar tell the truth? How many people in the world share 

your birthday? How many footballs can you fit in a swimming 

pool and how long does it take to count to a million? 

Easy Questions, Evil Answers provides the answers to all these 

questions and more.  

Murderous Maths: The Phantom X  

ISBN: 9781407107134 

Introduction: 

How many legs does a mutant caterpillar have? Can you solve the 

unsolvable? The Phantom X gives all the tricks, tips and short-cuts 

about “Algebra” they don’t teach you in school! 

Murderous Maths: The Perfect Sausage  

ISBN:  9781407107103 

Introduction: 

Are you often struggling with your formulas? Find out how to make 

the perfect fried egg and what makes money really interesting! Join 

the Pure Mathematicians in a high-speed car chase! Read The 

Perfect Sausage and you will get your formulas straight! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Murderous Maths: Savage Shapes 

ISBN:  978 1407 10710 3 

Introduction: 

Find out how to command respect throughout the entire Universe, learn 

why the US defence headquarters is a pentagon, and discover the 

quickest way to get a naked Colonel back to his beach hut. 

Find out in Savage Shapes - all the tricks, tips and short-cuts about 

“shapes” they don't teach at school. 

 

 

Murderous Maths: Desperate Measures 

ISBN:  9781407105864 

Introduction: 

Why does a horse need hands?  

How many metres are there on the head of a pin?  

How dense are you?  

Find out in Desperate Measures - all the tricks, tips and short-cuts 

they don't teach at school. 


